We consider a one-dimensional interacting spinless fermion model, which displays the well-known Luttinger liquid (LL) to charge density wave (CDW) transition as a function of the ratio between the strength of the interaction, U , and the hopping, J. We subject this system to a spatially uniform drive which is ramped up over a finite time interval and becomes time-periodic in the long time limit. We show that by using a density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) approach formulated for infinite system sizes, we can access the large-time limit even when the drive induces finite heating. When both the initial and long-time states are in the gapless (LL) phase, the final state has power law correlations for all ramp speeds. However, when the initial and final state are gapped (CDW phase), we find a pseudothermal state with an effective temperature that depends on the ramp rate, both for the Magnus regime in which the drive frequency is very large compared to other scales in the system and in the opposite limit where the drive frequency is less than the gap. Remarkably, quantum defects (instantons) appear when the drive tunes the system through the quantum critical point, in a realization of the Kibble-Zurek mechanism.
The manipulation of materials properties by controlled application of high amplitude electromagnetic fields, with the ultimate goal of creating "quantum matter on demand", is attracting an increasing amount of attention [1, 2] . As technology for generating intense electromagnetic pulses across a broad wavelength spectrum has become available, there is an urgency to understand how to use light to induce phenomena that are inaccessible in thermal equilibrium and study its interaction with complex phases of matter.
A system exposed to a time periodic drive may be described by a "Floquet Hamiltonian" [3] with a discrete time translation invariance. While Floquet systems have been studied extensively in atomic physics [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , less attention has been paid to solid state realizations due to the issue of runaway heating. If the drive period matches an excitation energy in the solid, then an ever increasing number of excitations may be generated,driving the system to the infinite temperature limit. However, if the drive frequency is sufficiently detuned from simple excitation energies, for example by being very high [9] [10] [11] or being well within an excitation gap [12] [13] [14] , runaway heating only occurs at exponentially long times and there is a well defined intermediate time scale, typically referred to as the pre-thermal regime, where heating is negligible. The high frequency limit has the added simplification that a low order Magnus expansion [15] can be employed to describe the driven system in terms of an effectively static Hamiltonian with renormalized parameters [16, 17] .
Most of the theoretical work on Floquet-like systems has been limited to qualitative analysis, (effectively) noninteracting models or small systems in the long-time limit. Important exceptions include the work of Poletti and Kollath [18] where a one dimensional Bose-Hubbard model with a drive field ramped slowly up from zero was studied; that of Mentink, Balzer and Eckstein and Mendoza-Arenas et al. [12, 19] who performed dynamical mean field analyses of the destruction of antiferromagnetism upon application of time periodic fields, and its dependence on ramp speed [20] [21] [22] ; and a general discussion of the Floquet adiabatic theory for different drive parameters [23] .
In this paper we present a comprehensive study of an interacting quantum many-body model driven by electromagnetic radiation which vanishes at large negative times, is periodic at large positive times, and is ramped up at controllable rates. We use a numerically exact density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method [27] [28] [29] that is formulated in the thermodynamic (infinite system size) limit. [30] [31] [32] We show that this method allows us to access unprecedentedly long times in the pre-thermal regime where heating may be neglected. We are interested in the dependence of the properties of this pre-thermal states on the ramp speed of drive and frequency. We find that the long-time Floquet behavior can be qualitatively understood in terms of equilibrium models with renormalized parameters and a temperature which depends on ramp speed and other factors. [33] Finally, we show that a key feature of the 'Kibble-Zurek' case [24, 25, 42] , in which the drive tunes the system across a quantum phase transition, is the appearance of quantal (instanton/anti-instanton) defects. Our results demonstrate the power of time-dependent DMRG to study Floquet engineering in interacting systems.
We consider spinless fermions with a nearest neighbor interaction described by the following Hamiltonian
(1) The operators c i and c † i annihilate or create spinless fermions at site i and n i = c † i c i is the site occupancy. We concentrate on the case of half filling, with U > 0 and (without loss of generality) J > 0. The equilibrium phase diagram is shown in Fig 1. We choose J(t) = Je iA(t) , with A(t) the vector potential corresponding to a spatially uniform electric field E = −∂ t A and consider a harmonic drive with frequency Ω which is ramped on over a time interval τ :
We consider two frequency regimes: "Magnus", Ω J, U (we choose Ω = 10J) and "subgap", Ω < ∆ (we choose U = 16J and Ω = 0.6U ). Previous work on related models [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] suggests that in these regimes a parametrically long intermediate time regime exists in which heating may be neglected and a steady state may be defined. As such, the long-time physics may be understood in terms of pseudo-equilibrium arguments based on Hamiltonians renormalized via an appropriate average over a drive period, effectively moving the system from one point to another in the phase diagram (Fig. 1) . In this language we distinguish the bare parameters (without the driving) from the effective ones (with the driving) such as the bare gap ∆ and the effective gap ∆ eff (both can be obtained by Bethe Ansatz using the values of U and the bare hopping J or effective hoping J eff , respectively). In the Magnus case it is argued [15] that in the steady state one may simply replace J(t) by its average over a period 2π/Ω, J → J eff = J 0 (E 0 /Ω)J. This leads to a decrease in the magnitude of J, because the Bessel function has magnitude less than 1, i.e. an increase in the ratio U/J, implying that the drive moves the system to the right in Fig. 1 as indicated by arrows in the cases (a1-3), either within the LL phase (a1), within the CDW phase (a2) or across the quantum critical point separating the two (a3). In the subgap regime, the modification of the Hamiltonian parameters is more involved than in the Magnus case. As noted in Refs. [12, 13] , if the drive period is small relative to the gap, analytical results may be obtained by retaining only processes that couple adjacent Floquet bands and averaging over a drive period. Applying this method to our model we find that the longtime behavior may be described by the effective hopping
which may be either smaller or larger than the starting J so the system may be moved either to the left or the right on the phase diagram of Fig. 1 but of course only within the gapped phase (case (b) Fig. 1 ).
We characterize the out of equilibrium behavior via the equal time density-density correlation function C, which depends on relative position j, ramp time τ and time, t:
focussing in particular on the t and τ dependence of the large j behavior. In the Luttinger liquid phase at equilibrium as T → 0, C decays as a power law for large j while in the CDW phase C tends exponentially to a non-zero constant. At T > 0 C decays exponentially to zero at long scales, with exponent depending on phase, value of interaction, and temperature. We use the DMRG methods of Refs. [30] [31] [32] to solve the model (see supplemental information [26] for details). We start from the ground state corresponding to A(t) = 0 and integrate forward in time. DMRG calculations are limited by the growth of entanglement entropy; in the Magnus and subgap regimes the entanglement remains manageable because there is no runaway heating, allowing us to reach large times. In all cases except the 'Kibble-Zurek' (a3) situation, we find (see the SI [26] ) that after times ∼ 100J the system reaches a steady state, in which the properties (averaged over a few drive periods) become time-independent. We describe the steady state properties by comparing to a pseudo thermal state given by a diagonal density matrix. Fig. 2 shows the long-time behavior of C, as a function of inverse ramp time for different distances j. The upper panel shows that when the system is in the Luttinger liquid phase both before and after the ramp (case (a1)) the behavior is completely independent of the ramp time, and that values of the correlation functions are very close to those predicted by using the Magnus formalism to obtain an effective J and then using equilibrium formulae to calculate the T = 0 behavior. As shown in the SI the exponent characterizing the power-law decay is, within our numerical uncertainty, identical to Magnus estimate but the prefactor is slightly larger [26] . This T = 0-like Luttinger liquid behavior is also seen in the momentum dependences displayed in the SI [26] . Thus in this case the energy injected by a non-adiabatic ramp does not manifest itself as an effective temperature, even for ramp time as low as τ = J/10 (compare supplemental information Fig. S2 ). This finding is consistent with previous reports that the integrability of the system means that quenching of a LL from one time independent Hamiltonian to another preserves the basic power law decay [34] [35] [36] [37] . The middle and lower panels of Fig. 2 study two examples of the case (a2) where the perturbation is expected to shift the system from one point in the CDW regime to another. We again find that after a transient period 100/J the system evolves to a steady state, but in contrast to the LL to LL case we find strong dependence on the ramp time; note in particular the ramp speeddependent exponential decays at large j. the final state (obtained from Bethe ansatz using J eff and U ). Fig. 3 considers the case (a2) in more detail, plotting the j dependence of the logarithm of |C| for different ramp speeds and initial correlation strengths. Comparison to the equilibrium behavior suggests that the energy put into the system by a rapid ramp produces an effective temperature T eff . The inset shows the effective temperature (see supplementary information [26] ) defined from
(C 0 is fitting constant). We see that for sufficiently adiabatic ramps, the effective temperature becomes unobservably small, but we believe that for all ramp speeds T eff = 0. Thus we argue that a nonadiabatic ramp creates a density of defects (as would also be created by a non-zero temperature) which are essentially randomly distributed and do not annihilate over the time scale of our simulations. We finally note that although the long distance behavior is consistent with a nonzero temperature, the entire j dependence cannot be described with a unique temperature/gap pair. As can be seen from the offset between the open circles and the solid line, the long distance decay is characterized by a prefactor different from the thermal equilibrium result.
Relatedly, the open circles agree very well with the short time behavior (see SI for more information [26] ).
Very similar physics is obtained in the subgap regime (regime (b)). We find the same dependence on ramp speed as in case (a2). Thus, in Fig. 4 we present only results in the quasi-adiabatic limit. For the case considered the long-time CDW amplitude is smaller than the initial amplitude (drive leads to weaker correlations), but with a non-monotonic dependence on the ratio of drive strength to frequency. The inset confirms that the J eff obtained by analysing the data in the main panel agrees perfectly with our theoretical prediction Eq. (3). Remarkably, equation (3) describes a highly tunable nonmonotonic control of the ration U/J either to larger or smaller values, which is beyond the control obtained in the Magnus regime (see SI [26] ). We finally show in Fig 5 the case (a3) in which the drive tunes the system across the quantum critical point separating the LL and CDW phases. The Jt = 20 (lowest (black online)) curve is very similar to the short time behavior observed in the CDW to CDW quench (cases a2,b). where C decreases with increasing j. This is qualitatively consistent with a CDW-like phase with amplitude exponentially decaying at large distances. But at slightly longer times (Jt ∼ 25) a phase slip-anti phase slip pair appears: as j is increased the amplitude goes to zero, and then increases again but with the opposite phase (maxima in the positions where an extrapolation of the small j curve would predict minima), then the amplitude again goes to zero and then the oscillations are in phase with the small j ones. The phase slip and anti phase slip separate rapidly in space, then remain at a roughly fixed distance for a time interval ∼ 100/J and then re-coalesce leaving a single phase regime (see inset). Such phase slip-anti phase-slip pairs were not observed in any of our CDW → CDW cases (see SI [26] ). Thus, we interpret the phase/anti-phase slip pairs as quantum defects produced a la Kibble-Zurek [24] because the trajectory in parameter space passes close to the quantum critical point.
The first distance at which the phase slip-anti phase slip pair appears is somewhat dependent on ramp speed and drive strength, as is the time over which the phase slip and anti phase slip exist, but in all cases we have investigated the first time at which the pair appears is about the same (Jt ∼ 30). The relatively weak dependence of many of the phase slip properties on parameters (see SI [26] ) may be related to the logarithmic scaling associated with the Kosterlitz-Thouless-like criticality of the model at U = J. Note that unlike the defects which give rise to the exponential decay, these instantons anneal out in a finite time.
In summary, this paper has established DMRG as an efficient tool to study Floquet engineering in interacting quantum systems in situations where heating can be neglected over a wide time range. In this wide time range, it is generally accepted [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] that the system is in a "pre-thermal" state described by a diagonal density matrix. we investigated three different Floquet engineering cases (LL → LL, CDW → CDW and LL → CDW), finding three different types of pre-thermal states. In the LL → LL case the energy put into the system as the drive is turned on does not manifest itself as an effective temperature. On the other hand in the CDW → CDW case the energy does lead to a behavior closely analogous to that found in thermal equilibrium, while the key feature of the LL → CDW case is an interesting generation of finite lifetime quantal defects if the drive moves the system across a quantum phase transition. We also derived and numerically verified an expression for drive-induced parameter changes that goes beyond the standard Magnus expression and admits a weakening as well as a strengthening of the effective correlation parameter. Our work opens many directions for research.
The methods presented here can be applied to many other one dimensional situations including ladders, higher-spin and longer ranged interaction spin chains and doped systems. This work sets the basis for the study of interacting spinful fermions of relevance to quasi-1D conducting materials such as Li 0.9 Mo 6 O 17 (purple bronze) [39] , the organic salt TTF-TCNQ [40] , or NbSe 3 [41] . NbSe 3 in particular may be particularly amenable to Floquet engineering because its CDW gap scale is in the mid-infrared [41] , a region readily accessible by modern high pulse-energy lasers.
Other future directions include a study of the effect of pulses of finite duration. On the analytic side, an improved understanding of the LL → CDW quench is urgently needed. Fig. 6 shows the entanglement entropy defined by EE = −ρ L log (ρ L ), where ρ L is the left half of our infinite system (upper left and right as well as lower left panel). The lower right panel shows the bond-dimension χ (keeping a fixed discarded weight of 10 −8 ). We concentrate on regime (a1) in which we tune a LL, but the other regimes look qualitatively similar. We find that entanglement growth (and with it heating) is suppressed entirely in the regime of high frequency and not to strong fields. In these regimes the value of τ has only a minor effect on the entanglement growth as can be seen by the parallel shifted curves in the lower right panel of Fig. 6 . 
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SI: HEATING IN REGIME (A)
A hallmark characteristic of LL behavior can be found in the density-density correlations
which sensitively depend on K. At low momentum k → 0 this Fourier transforms to
while at momentum approaching k → π − the correlations follow a power-law divergence
We find an unexpected level of agreement of the time averaged results obtained for the periodically driven system and the equilibrium results in the ground state with the appropriate modification J → J eff = J 0 (E 0 /Ω)J, even at very fast ramps of the driving downto τ = 0.1. This is fascinating as quenches in LLs generically lead to faster entanglement growth and the time-scales accessible here are out of reach of DMRG simulations. This means that surprisingly the driving protocol maps the initial ground state more faithfully to the ground state of the effective (time-averaged) model than the quench does, even for very fast ramps of the driving protocol. The reduction in entanglement growth (as indicated already by the reachable time-scales) and heating might provide an intriguing shortcut to adiabatic state preparation in LLs. The two physical protocols of fast ramp of periodic driving and the quench are only formally equivalent if τ 1/Ω. As indicated here this allows to use fast ramps Jτ = 0.1, without introducing large excitation energy in the picture of the effective Hamiltonian (if the frequency is sufficiently large).
SI: TUNING A CDW
In Fig. 8 we show the correlation function C nn (j) at different times averaged over one drive period. The curves for Jt = 100 and Jt = 200 are stationary on the scale of the plot.
SI: EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE FITS
In the main text we discussed that using a thermal ensemble within the Magnus formalism captures the exponential decay in the density-density correlation function found in the driven system. However, the functional form of these correlations deviate between the driven case and the thermal equilibrium ensemble. To exemplify this point we show one curve obtained for driving the system compared to the thermal expectations using the Magnus formalism and varying T in Fig. 9 . A satisfactory level of agreement can either be obtained at small j but then the slope of exponential decay is not well captured and deviations show up at larger j or the slope of the exponential decay can be fitted well, but then the deviations at small j lead to a parallel offset even at large j. Next we estimate the form of the effective temperature in this case. Modifying the hopping effectively to smaller values further stabilizes the CDW phase and the gap ∆ as well as the asymptotic value of the correlations lim j→∞ C nn (j) = (−1) j C ∞ nn , rise. We show the time averaged real space correlations C nn (j) compared to the equilibrium prediction for J → J eff in Fig 3 of the main plot. The finite speed of the ramp does lead to an, approximately exponential, decay depending on τ in the long range correlations after the ramp. This decay looks qualitatively similar to results obtained at finite temperature, for which the rate of the exponential decay of the correlations at large j scales with T (only at T = 0 one obtains strictly long ranged correlations in equilibrium). Although the decay looks exponential, we emphasize here, that comparing the correlation function for the entire range of j to thermal expectations using the effective Hamiltonian J → J eff gives a poor fit (as expected for integrable systems) for any value of T , because one can only either fit well the tail with the right exponential decay at large j or fit well the small j behavior (see above). In the following, we neglect the details at small j and define an effective temperature using the effective Hamiltonian J → J eff only by fitting to the asymptotic decay at large j (shown for one example as circles in Fig. 3 ). This yields a scaling of the effective temperature as shown in the inset of Fig. 3 for the two values of U shown in the main panel. At large values of U , we estimate the amount of energy injected into the system, by relating the Fourier transform of the ramp envelope ∼ τ / sinh [(πτ ω)/2] to the gap. If we set the value of the gap to be ∆ (calculated from J and U ), the energy injected in the system (which is proportional to the temperature) should follow the general form
, with a and b unknown proportionality constants. Here ∆ eff and ∆ are determined from U/J eff and U/J, respectively. Indeed such a behavior is found to agree well with the numerically extracted effective temperatures for large U/J = 4 (see dashed line in inset).
SI: TIME EVOLUTION OF PHASE-SLIP
In this section we analyze the dynamics of phaseslips as introduced when effectively ramping across the quantum critical point in more detail. Fig 10(a) exemplifies the concept of a phase slip in the CDW pattern by displaying + and − correlations as up-and downspins. To highlight the dynamics of phase-slips we introduce the variable φ, which is 1 if the CDW pattern has sign which follows the regular (equilibrium) pattern and −1 if not. The likelihood λ of a phase slip to occur scales with the excitation energy acquired by the system through the ramp. In a quasi-classical picture the probability to encounter n phase slips by the time one reached the jth site is given by a binomial distribution P n (j) = j n λ j (1 − λ) j−n . Therefore, the smaller the excitation energy the further in j the phase slips are expected to occur as P 1 (j) > P 0 (j) ⇒ j > j c , with j c = 1−λ λ . Indeed for small excitation energies, the phase slips seem to be beyond the window of j ≤ 100 we calculated, see Fig 10(b) . However, for increasing the amplitude of the drive field (Fig 10(c-e) ) the phase slips occur well within the region of j ≤ 100. Also for smoother ramps (longer τ , less excitation energy, smaller λ) the phase slip thus should move to larger values of j, which is confirmed by our numerics (see supplementary information). A rough estimate relates the position of the first to the second phase slip (phase and anti-phaseslip pair) by a factor of two at small λ, because the region where one expects a single phase slip to occur is roughly given by P 1 (j) > P 0 (j) and simultaneously P 1 (j) > P 2 (j), which for small values of λ yields 2j c > j > j c . Our numerics (compare Fig 10(c-e) ) are roughly consistent with this predictions before the phaseslip -anti-phaseslip pair starts to attract and eventually annihilates into spinwaves. The attraction of this pair can be studied in a quasi-particle picture, where the phaseslip and antiphaseslip pair take the role of particles with log(r) attractive potential. Because we expect the long-time dynamics of these pairs to be overdamped the simple equation of motion of the relative coordinate for the phaseslip pair is given byṙ(t) = C/r(t), where C is a constant describing the ratio of the prefactor of the attractive potential and the viscosity of the phase slips' dynamics. The resulting dynamics read r(t) = r 0 2C(t 0 − t), which is valid for times smaller than the time t 0 , where the pair comes very close to each other and annihilates by emitting spin-waves. This rough estimate of the dynamics of the phase-slip anti-phaseslip pair is in reasonable agreement with the numerics as shown as a long-dashed line in Fig 10(d) . Additionally, we report that the frequency Ω can be used to effectively tune the constant C controlling the attraction felt by the phaseslip anti-phaseslip pair, with the limit Ω → ∞ restoring the result of a ramp in J, as expected by a leading order Magnus expansion. Fig. 11 shows the density-density correlations C nn (j) averaged over the micromotion as a false color plot utilizing a diverging color scheme (white is zero, to highlight the dynamics of the phase slip). As τ is increased (less excitation energy is injected into the system), the phaseslip-antiphaseslip pair is created at larger values of j in accordance to the simple model discussed in the main text (compare left panels in Fig. 11 ). Tuning Ω one can control the time scales on which the phaseslip pair is annealed out, which means one can tune their effective attraction (compare right panels in Fig. 11 ). The weak dependence of the results on τ is in agreement with the recent study Ref. [42] . Fig 12 depicts the consequences of the presence of phaseslips for the Fourier transform C nn (k) of the correlation function C nn (j). We show C nn (k) before, during and after the phaseslip has occurred. The consequences of phase-slips for the Fourier transform C nn (k), which we calculate over a finite region in space j < 100 are quite severe. The equilibrium T = 0 expectation using the effective Hamiltonian from a Magnus expansion would show a pronounced singularity at π, which (for our finite Fourier transform) shows up as a strong feature plus Gibbs ringing at this momentum. In comparison to that the time evolved correlation functions show a strongly suppressed feature, with a maximum that shifts slightly as the phaseslip pair is created. At the time the phaseslips anneal out the maximum shifts back and starts to grow again.
SI: HEATING IN REGIME (B)
In Fig. 13 we show the effective hopping J eff following Eq. (3) as a false color plot using a diverging color scheme (white is one). The non-monotonic nature in which J eff can be controlled results in blue and red regions corresponding to effectively increasing or decreasing the hopping by the external drive. We concentrate on Ω/U > 0.5 where resonances are avoided and indicate by semi-transparent or solid blacked out regions the parameter space which leads to heating, and consequently entanglement growth. eff following Eq. (3) using a diverging color scheme (white is one). We block out regions where heating becomes important and large enough time scales to analyze the dynamics cannot be accessed by DMRG, due to entanglement growth. Dark blacked out regions show a much stronger heating rate than semitransparent blocked out regions.
